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There are many things that inspired me in their
story as they rebuilt the new team, but one of the
things that really struck me was the absence of ego
of the players who were supertars in their own
professional teams, like Kobe Bryant and LeBron
James. They understood that as a team, they have
the potential to accomplish things that they can
never do on their own. Realizing this rare
opportunity to bring honor to their country, gave
them a foundation of character that made them
want to give themselves and be a part of something
bigger than themselves.
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As I was looking into the dynamics of being a team,
I came across the amazing story of the 2008 USA
Basketball Men’s Senior National Team, which
“re-captured” the Olympic gold in Beijing. As
basketball has long been the realm of NBA stars,
one can be allowed to assume that any team the
USA would field (that allows professional players)
would automatically come out on top. But as the
world caught on with the game, international
basketball slowly became more competitve, and
during the 2004 Athens Olympics, the USA team
composed of NBA All-Stars were humbled by a
bronze win. The dominance was over. While
previous teams were called “Dream Team” since
1992, the 2008 team suddenly had a new monicker:
“Redeem Team.”

As they donned their USA jerseys, who they
represent for became even clearer and they played
like men who will take no excuses: with their talent,

22 Maria Reyes
Jaimmy Tiang		

they knew they have what
it takes to win. But higher in
their consciousness, was the
knowledge that it is only as a team that they can
accomplish their goal.  
And just like basketball, the team is also the key in
the way we go about our business in Swiber.   We
become a team when we recognize that the whole
is truly greater than the sum of its parts. Team over
talent. Collective identity over indiviudal ego.
I am proud of the team and the teamwork that is
so palpable each day in our offices. From the Senior
Management, to the different business units, to
the overseas branches to the various departments
and divisions, to the crews in the offshore vessels,
teamwork is what gets the job done everytime.  We
may have different tasks and goals at hand, but at
the end of the day, we are one team. Team Swiber.
As we start 2010 strong, bear in mind your team.
Your team needs you. You may not be in the lead
role or the star player that gets the spotlight, but
you are important to your team. Your team may
simply need your assistance on a project, a word of
encouragement, or prayer for a particular need; but
as you extend the effort, time and energy, you will
find something inside you renewed, empowered
and strengthened.  
2010 will be a great year for Swiber and I want
every member of the team to be a part of it.

Raymond Goh
Executive Chairman and Group CEO
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SWIBER SECURES NOTICE OF
AWARD IN CONSORTIUM
FOR EPCIC CONTRACT WORTH
APPROX. US$188.8 MILLION
- Consortium work comprises full EPCIC scope of work for
multiple well head platforms
- Strong contract wins momentum continues in 2010
From Press Release dated 21 Jan 2010

Swiber announced a Notice of Award from a leading oil and
gas operator in South Asia worth approximately US$188.8
million awarded to Swiber and its consortium partner.
Consortium work comprises full EPCIC (Engineering,
Procurement, Construction, Installation, and Commissioning)
scope of work for multiple well head platforms. The work will
commence immediately and is scheduled to be completed by
2Q of 2011.
Said Mr Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman and Group CEO
of Swiber, “This win builds on the strong momentum of the
recent slew of contracts wins of over US$315 million since
November 2009. We are pleased to note that the consortium
secured this contract in a highly competitive bidding process
where there were several other prominent bidders. This reaffirms Swiber’s leading position as a reliable and trusted service
provider of choice amongst the world’s major oil players.”

CONSORTIUM LEAD BY SWIBER
SECURES APPROX. US$117.5
MILLION EPCIC CONTRACT

Ambassador Hardy
Visits Swiber

- Project scope comprises full EPCIC work for platforms and
pipelines
- Two contract wins in quick succession in 2010

Venezuelan Ambassador to Singapore
Ambassador Alfredo Toro Hardy came to visit
Swiber HQ on 10 February 2010.  He was
accompanied by representatives from
International Enterprise (IE) Singapore
Ms. Jocelyn Cai and Ms. Tan Yujuan.

From Press Release dated 5 Feb 2010

Swiber announced yet another Notice of Award from a
leading oil and gas operator in South Asia worth approximately
US$117.5 million awarded to Swiber and its consortium partner.
Consortium work comprises the full EPCIC (Engineering,
Procurement, Construction, Installation and Commissioning)
scope of work for platforms and pipelines. The work will
commence immediately and is scheduled to be completed by
2Q 2011. As consortium leader, Swiber will be managing the
overall project.

Ambassador Hardy was met by Group President
and Deputy Group CEO Mr. Francis Wong and
Chief Marketing Officer Mr. Ron Schakosky to
discuss about the company’s capabilities and
potential ventures in Venezuela.

Venezuela’s Oil
Venezuela is the fifth largest oil exporting country in the world with the largest reserves of heavy crude
oil. Venezuela has the greatest potential for capacity expansion in the Western Hemisphere and could
possibly increase its production capacity by 2.4mmbpd from 2001 level (3.2mmbpd) to 5.6 mmbpd by
2025[24].

Said Mr Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman and Group CEO of
Swiber, “This contract win comes just after our announcement
of a US$188.8 million Notice of Award to Swiber and our
consortium partner. We successfully secured this new contract
in a closely contested bid. It has been a strong start in 2010,
having secured these two contract wins in quick succession. The
growing order book is an endorsement of our professional and
technical capabilities to successfully execute projects for our
clients.”

The petroleum sector dominates Venezuela mixed economy, accounting for roughly a third of GDP,
around 80% of exports and more than half of government revenues.

Swiber Reaches out to Haiti
Swiber responded to the continuous call for help in Haiti with a
monetary donation through Citycare.  Citycare representatives Mr.
Adrian  and  Ms. Liang Meiyan met with Mr. Francis Wong, Group
President and Deputy Group CEO on 19 February for the endorsement of the cheque.
This donation will go towards providing waterproof tents, water
pumps and other supplies to help rebuild the lives of the people
in Haiti.
Citycare is a non-profit organization which have been sending relief
aid teams to the Carribean nation of Haiti just days after the 7.0
magnitude earthquake struck.
A few months back, Swiber also  sent its team of Medical Doctors to
the Earthquake victims in Padang Indonesia and  also successfully
held a medical mission to help the inundated victims of typhoon
Ketsana in the Philippines.

About Citycare
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CityCare believes in the synergistic collaboration of business enterprises, community groups and individuals to
effect a positive transformation in society.  
On Jan 17, CItyCare mobilized its first relief aid team - 2 doctors, 3 nurses and 3 disaster-relief workers to Haiti.  
They have since sent 4 teams of 16 doctors, 12 nurses and 15 disaster relief workers and provided medical care to
the earthquake surviors in Carrefour and the nearby Gressier Suburb, treating a total of 5,478 patients
as of 5 February 2010.
SWYBER
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a)

c)
b)

All managers
persevered with
sandcastle building
amidst glaring
midday sun and salty
humid air of East
Coast Park,

One Team
Sentosa Resort and Spa
21-23 January 2010

Swiber Senior Management started
the year strong as they came together
for a 2 ½  day retreat at The Sentosa
Resorts and Spa on 21-23 January
2010.
With its many business units each
growing by leaps and bounds, the retreat’s theme - “One Team” zeroed in
on fortifying cohesiveness among its
leaders and working together towards
Swiber’s common vision.
Under the expert coaching of Professor
Leonard Yong, Swiber Consultant and
Mr. Yeo Jeu Nam, Lead Independent
Director, the group continued their
study of the effective application of
Emotional Excellence and Leadership
Development.
Executive Chairman and Group CEO Mr.
Raymond Goh delved deeper into the
makings of a team of champions with
a case study of the 2004 USA Men’s
Basketball Olympic team based on the
book entitled “The Gold Standard” by
Mike  Krzyzewski.

conception
of
the Swiber Management’s “Gold
Standard.” A list
of values that
everyone agreed
are important to
make the team
more solid and
effective.

d)

This retreat tested both brains and brawn
as on the second day, the management
competed in sandcastle based
teambuilding with renowned trainer and
motivational speaker Mr. Alvin Lee of
Beautiful Minds.

g)

The last day of the seminar further
strengthened leadership bonds as each
openly talked about personal struggles,
breakthroughs and triumphs.   Hearts of
champions were truly revealed that day.

Opposite Page
a) Mr. Goh’s opening speech
b) Mr. Alvin Lee demonstrating how
to build sandcastles
c) Mr. Rick, Mr. Gary, Prof. Yong, Mr. Steve and
Mr. Maurice at the hotel lobby
d) Packing the mold with sand
e) Mr. Maurice’s team during the
planning phase
f) Mr. Remesh’s group
g) Mr. Peter forming the stairs
h) Mr. Alvin Lee, Mr. Darren Yeo
and Mr. Francis Wong
i) Strenghtening the tower
j) Mr. Roy’s group
k) Fetching water
l) Never a dull moment with Mr. Maurice
m) Mr. Nitish getting the sand wet
n) Mr. Steve putting on the finishing touches
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h)

i)

j)

k)

l)
m)

One of the outputs of this talk was the
To view more photos visit My Swiber Mediahub
http://swiintra01/PhotoGallery.aspx

f)

e)

n)

a)

b)

c)

d)

Swiber Celebrates Chinese New Year
Swiber HQ welcomed the year of the tiger with a roaring good fun as we held a
combined celebration of Lunar Chinese New Year, and double advance birthday
bashes for Mr. Francis Wong, Group President and Deputy Group CEO and Mr.
Darren Yeo, CEO for Kreuz International  on 12 Feb 2010.  

e)

f)

g)
h)

The program was opened with an endearing performance by North View
Primary Jazz Band.  After the performance, the school’s Vice Principal Mr. Alex
Devadass presented their token of appreciation to
Mr. Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman and Group CEO
who, for two years now have been supporting the band
thus enabling them to procure their instruments and refurbish their own jazz band studio in their school.   
Hosted by the talented Mr. Alex Quek, Procurement Manager and our lovely Asst Senior HR Manager Ms. Ng Siew
Chern, the celebration gave everyone a truly authentic
CNY experience.   It highlighted the auspicious Yu Sheng
which were tossed by the Senior Managers, Chinese
themed games, and an enticing buffet of traditional chinese cuisine prepared by none other than Auntie Dorothy
and the rest of the HR Admin group.

i)

Once again, the Superstars, Wonders, Idols, Big Shots, Entertainers, and Rockstars were pitted against each other
for the games.   The Superstars came with a vengeance
as they completely dominated both events.   In ‘Write it
Right,’ Leonie Ann Rodrigues, Commercial Service and
Insurance Executive  beat the others on the crash course in the art of writing
chinese calligraphy.  In ‘Hong Pao Showdown,’  May Liew, Angelene Frias, and
Auntie Helen, the HR Admin trio produced the finest chinese lantern with the
use of red packets.

k)
l)

m)

j)

Of course a Swiber celebration will not be complete without the customary
lucky draw.  Gift hampers sent by Swiber partners and friends were collected to
be raffled out.  Truly a good haul this year as over 80 special hampers, vouchers
and premium items were given away.

n)
o)

p)

q)

r)

Before the program ended, two surprise videos dedicated to the unsuspecting
Mr. Francis Wong and Mr. Darren Yeo were shown as both of their cakes were
wheeled in.  As Swiberites left The Deck to enjoy the rest of the holidays, a pair
of mandarin oranges were given in the Chinese
tradition of   blessing for more abundant years to
come.

To view more photos visit My Swiber Mediahub
http://swiintra01/PhotoGallery.aspx

a) The Pinoy Mafia (Filipino group)
b) Procurement Group
c) Fenny, Lu and Emma
d) The Beautiful people of Kreuz Subsea
e)  Entertainers Group
f) Mr. Raymond Goh
g) Lo Hei
h) Mr. Devadass and Mr. Goh
i) KSE sisterhood
j) Leonie - winner of calligraphy writing
k) Francisco and June of KSE
l)  A surprised Mr. Francis cuts his cake
m) Mr. Darren aka Mr. Bombastic blows the candles
n) Wonders Representatives
o) Senior Managers Lo hei
p) Dr. Jean and Joey of Subsea
q) Idols Group
r) Northview Jazz Band  
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Swiber Brunei Celebrates Annual Dinner
Miri Marriott Resort and Spa
16 Jan 2010

by: dk Norsharina Reza
Diving Assistant

Swiber Brunei held its Annual Dinner on 16th January 2010 at Sarawak Grand Ballroom Miri Marriot Resort & SPA     in Miri Sarawak.
Our theme for the event was “I Wannabe a Superstar” with all
employees ostentatiously dressed in their snazziest
celebrity get up.  The program started with a photo
session  wherein the best photo won a prize.  At the
same time, a live performance by the Lite and Easy
Acoustic band at the ballroom entertained the excited
audience.
Mr. Joseph Chen, VP for Brunei and our CEO Mr. Nitish
Gupta both gave a short speech, followed by a dynamic
number by the Misaluvi Studio dancers.
It was a party for the family as all were encouraged
to bring their children and a special spot was alloted  
where the kids can interact and play.
We played two games:  ‘Treasure Hunt’ where
everyone participated in finding the vouchers hidden
around the ballroom and ‘Mystery Box’ wherein the
participants listed down as many items as
they can find inside the box within 5 seconds.  The main event was the
Karaoke competition which was bagged by
Philip Yam, I came 2nd and 3rd were Nurul
Al wanni & Nurul Syasya Radowan.

F
A

It was a truly fun night with lots of awards
and recognition.   Macarthur Goh was
awarded ‘Best HSE Performance,’

C
A
I
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Kassim won ‘Best Photo’, Maurice Catt and Mabel Tan won ‘Best
Dressed Male and Female’ and some got lucky with the raffle draw.  
Most importantly, Swiber Brunei gave a generous donation to St.
John Church KB.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our guests:  Mr. & Mrs.
Nitish Gupta, Mr. & Mrs. Kurush Contractor, Mr. & Mrs. Pg. Irwan
Bin Pg. Salleh Ab-Rahman,  Mr. & Mrs. Teo Kiang Chiew, Mr. Stellen
Hoon and Mr. & Mrs. Macarthur Goh.
To my fellow organizers: Mabel, Kenneth, Eric, Jovina, Melvin, Steven, Macarthur Goh, Radowan, Philip Yam, King She Haur, Evelyn
Tang and Ho Kim Yen, a big thank you for all the help you have extended..until the next Swiber Brunei party!

To view more photos visit My Swiber Mediahub
http://swiintra01/PhotoGallery.aspx

FRONTLINERS

A Trusted Partner in Serimax
One contributing factor for Swiber’s many successes is its ability to put together the right team which will yield
the best performance considering the exacting nature of offshore construction and installation. One such
partner providing us with their technology and expertise when it comes to welding is Serimax South East Asia
Pte Ltd.

Swiber first entered into a Long Term
Agreement with Serimax in November 2007.  
The agreement was made mainly to hire the
key welding equipment which could be used
on Swiber’s pipelay project and giving Swiber
commercial advantage both in terms of
welding cost and also the pipelay rate.  
Serimax’s welding services includes provision
of automated welding for pipelines, services
performed at the worksite, project
management, welding engineering, rental of
equipment, personnel and consumables.
This welding system has been used on Swiber
Conquest without a break since Feb 2008. The
projects executed with this system are
Kodeco’s Poleng project in Indonesia (77km),
Brunei Shell’s Mampak and PRP projects
(37km), Conoco’s North belut project in Indonesia (84km), Murphy’s Golok Project in Malaysia (102km), Brunei Shell’s Bugan project
(6km), Main Oil Trunkline in brunei (80km),
Alam Pipeline project in Malaysia (8km), Star
Energy/Timas Pipelay project in Indonesia
(12km) and the recent MOGE project in
Myanmar (150km). Between the above projects this system has been used for close to
600km of pipeline welding on one barge alone
over a period of 2 years. This equates to average welding of 1km of pipeline everyday since
2008!!
These pipelines have varied from 6-inch to 24inch in diameter. Besides this, Swiber also used
this system to weld the 24” pipeline on HD-60
on Talisman project in Malaysia.
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Serimax World Class Welding Partner
Serimax is an international full service welding company.
We plan, design, manage and provide fully integrated
welding solutions on land and at sea, in the most
extreme conditions and challenging environments.
It was formed in February 2006 through the merging of
Serimer and Umax:
Umax Ltd of Evanton, Scotland – the market leader in the
provision of spoolbase management services for the
prefabrication of offshore pipelines.

Various shots taken in Likpin, Moge and Bugan projects

“I first worked with Serimax while I was with my previous company in
Brunei. During that time, it was their first project in Brunei and also
the first time for Shell Brunei to use this system. Shell was so pleased
with the system and technical expertise that they insisted on using
this system for all their future work wherever possible.
We insisted on working with them time and again because of their
performance on barge, quality of equipment and excellent support
from their office inSingapore and JB. Their hallmark is constant
research and development to enhance the system and to make
improvements to better serve their clients and to reduce the
downtime on the barges offshore. Even though they are working on
unit rates, they personally get involved in the planning and execution
in order to achieve high productivity and reduce costs.

Serimer Holdings sas – the holding company of Serimer
sas (of Mitry-Mory, France), the leading provider of
automatic welding services for offshore and onshore
pipelines.

The merger made Serimax into the world’s only truly full service
welding company. They have been a major player in the pipe
welding industry since 1978.
Serimax have a track record of innovation, expertise and world
class standards, established over the course of 30 years. Its
experienced personnel – welders, technicians, engineers and
project managers – have access to state-of-the-art equipment
and tailor solutions according to their clients’ specific
requirements.

Excerpts from Serimax website

Contract Signing for B-193 Field Development Project
Contract Signing held on the 26th Feb with ONGC along with consortium partners
Sime Darby at Mumbai.

When a problem arises, they are always willing to send their senior
people offshore to ensure that the problem is immediately rectified.
With the long term agreement Swiber is looking forward to working
with them on several other upcoming projects in the region. Their
Regional Area Manager Mr. Stephane Allain and Project Manager Mr.
Edern David have been very helpful to us and have become part of
Swiber team interacting with the project team to ensure that
planning is done properly to ensure minimum
downtime offshore and increased productivity.”
- Nitish Gupta
CEO, SOCS

Front row L-R:  Mr. Sudir Sinha - GM Projects ONGC, Mr. A Singhal - CM ONGC, Mr. Abdul Kadir Bin Alias (Director & Head Oil & Gas – Sime Darby),
          Mr. Nitish Gupta - CEO Swiber OCS
2nd Row L-R: AR Deshpande - GGM ONGC, Mr. Sudhir Vasudeva (Director Offshore – ONGC), AK Tewari GM-MM ONGC,
        Mr. KG Remesh - VP Swiber India and senior representatives from ONGC

In this issue’s Special Feature, we are proud to present our very first Swiber’s Gems. We will
get to know them more as they share what the Awards mean to them, their reactions as their
names were each called out and their inspirations and mentors in life. Read on and be
inspired. They are truly Swiber’s Gems. Precious and priceless.

Swiber’s Gems

Last December 11, 2009 Swiber held the inaugual “Swiber’s
Gems” – an awards ceremony recognizing the exemplary
Swiber employees for 2009.
“Swiber’s Gems” is comprised of six award categories, representing the company’s TRADEmark Values and its Cause
no Harm philosophy.  Assigning Swiber’s corporate values to
specific gemstones was a fitting concept as each gemstone’s
physical properties matched with the attributes that the
TRADE values and Cause No Harm philosophy stand for.
•The Sapphire Award for TRUST
Sapphires are associated with truth, sincerity, constancy
and insight.
•The Emerald Award for RESPECT
Emeralds are associated with loyalty, faithfulness,
friendship and faith.
•The Topaz Award for AFFIRMATION
Topazes are associated with constancy, loyalty, and
balanced emotions.
•The Ruby Award for DETERMINATION
Rubies are associated with devotion, integrity, courage,
happiness, vitality, confidence and generosity.
•The Diamond Award for EXCELLENCE
Diamonds are associated with endurance, inner
strength, balance, clarity and abundance.
•The Pearl Award for CAUSE NO HARM:
Pearls (the only gemstones that are created within a
living creature) are associated with modesty, chastity,
purity, humility and personal integrity.

Sapphire Awardee for
Peter Worrall
VP and GM - Operations

Trust

For outstanding service and for upholding the company’s
TRADEmark value TRUST
We salute your integrity, honesty, reliability and fairness to all. *

Gemstones or gems (also called a precious or semi-precious
stone) are attractive minerals, which—when cut and polished—are used to make jewelry or other adornments. Most
are known for their characteristic hardness, but some soft
minerals are also used in jewelry because of their luster or
other physical properties that have aesthetic value. Almost
all are translucent with fine color in their purest forms. Its
rarity is a characteristic that gives value to a gemstone.
When cut and polished by skilled craftsmen- such that the
light entering it is reflected and refracted as best possible are gemstones’ hidden beauty truly revealed.
And so it is with Swiber’s Gems.

“I have been working with Swiber since Jan 2007.  Actually there has not really
been any major challenges as helping develop Swiber has been a pleasure which
I was explaining to my Mother only last night. I am doing this because I want to
and I really enjoy and like what I have been doing to date.  The biggest influence
in my attitude towards work is
Raymond Goh.  This is because of his sincerity and passion to develop Swiber
and his personal trust in what I do to move Swiber forward.
I was very surprised at that time as Raymond had discussed the awards with me
and asked who I would put forward to receive the award.  When I was given the
Trust Award, it made me feel honored.  There are 2 people who have helped me
a lot in Swiber.  They are Nitish Gupta and Jean Pers.   I am thankful to them for
allowing me to handle the barges and work scopes with out interference and for
putting their trust put in me.  All I can say to all the Swiber staff is to “Do your
best at all times and treat Swiber as Swiber treats you.”

Swiber’s Gems are composed of an elite group of individuals
that have shown how the TRADEmark values and CAUSE NO
HARM philosophy of the company should be imbibed. More
importantly, they shone in their examples as they proved
that these values are not just for display but can be lived out
on a daily basis.
The awards is also a salute to their mentors who, just like
skilled craftsmen, have cut and polished them, disciplined
and inspired them, to reveal the beauty and treasure within.
The awardees were selected from a list of nominations submitted by their respective supervisors. The results were only
revealed during the Awards Ceremony itself.

Trust

Emerald Awardee for
Shirley Tok

Respect
Respect

Asst Senior Acctg Manager

For outstanding service and for upholding the company’s TRADEmark value RESPECT
We salute the exceptional manner you value your company, colleagues and clients.*
“I have been working here for 3 years and 11 months.  Having a great team (accounting dept)
and bosses have shaped my attitude towards work.  Team work is like a jigsaw puzzle, a picture
will not be complete if there’s a missing piece.  Work will never be done without the full support of the team, each and every team member’s hardwork and contribution is formula for
meeting deadline.
I was suprised when I learned that I was given this award.  I am really thankful to Mr Francis
Wong for his patience and guidance.”
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* AWARDS’ CITATION

Topaz Awardee for
Jeri Xie
HR Executive

Affirmation

Affirmation

For outstanding service and for upholding the company’s TRADEmark value
AFFIRMATION. We salute your valuable efforts in recognizing and empowering many.*
“I have been with Swiber for more than 2 years.  
The biggest challenge in my line of work and the
most significant period that I would always
remember and cherish, is the transition period
after Swiber acquired North Shipyard which
formed what you guys know as Kreuz
Shipbuilding & Engineering (KSE).
We all know that acquisition or merger is never an
easy task for any organizations as there will be a
lot of HR issues that would surface if they are not
dealt with effectively.   For my part, I tried to be
a good change agent by managing changes even
though I also have my share of discouragements
at that time.

I was very surprised when I was called to accept
the award.  To describe how I feel is simply beyond
words. I really want to thank Swiber for affirming
and recognizing me.
I believe everyone heard the saying: “No one cares
how much you know, until they know how much
you care”. It’s important to show how much you
care, have a good listening skill, show empathy and
humility. At times affirmation may even require you
to lower yourself down to do certain task which
you may or not be comfortable or good at. But
many times it is only through setting an example,
then you are able to support, motivate and inspire
them to do the same.
The one whom I think has really helped me a lot
especially in bringing out the gem in me is none
other than God. He taught me that I have to put my
trust in Him and have to continue to keep my faith
no matter how difficult a situation is. He taught me
to be thankful, be it for a good or bad experiences.
He taught me that the existence of any good or bad
experiences, has its purposes.”

I’m thankful to have a mentor like Zhonghui who
selflessly imparts her skills and knowledge to all
her subdinates, including me. Her support
enabled me to apply what I have studied at work,
which helped me a lot in my learning curve as an
HR practitioner. She has an unshakeable patience
that inspired me to be more like her. I truly salute
her openness and leadership in her unique and
			
kind way.

Ruby Awardee for

Determination

Determination

Diamond Awardee for
Engelbert D’Silva
Logistics Manager

“I still remember that I had received my
offer letter on the 30th of November,  
2006 and joined Swiber (then APECS OFFSHORE) on the 2nd of December 2006.

The biggest influence in my work though
has to be Peter Worrall. He is one of the
earliest few in the office every morning
and his ability to keep cool even under
immense pressure / tense situation is
Handling the logistics section of an off- legendary.   He really takes good care of
shore company is itself a big challenge. the personnel (onshore/offshore crew)
However good your planning is, there and he is   respected by one and all and
will always be something / someone that’s really very impressive.
wear a more “civilized” outfit so I could
to be rushed across.   I have to organize
get a nice picture with the respected
charter plane / get the vessels cleared in It felt like I just dreamt that I heard my Senior management.
record time. Ensuring that all personnel name, but when I saw everyone turning
working on our vessels are treated well their head towards me, it was like “Boom If it was not for Mr. Nitish Gupta, I would
and solving any issues that they encoun- what a surprise!” Frankly speaking It
not be in this organisation to begin with.
ter.   Keeping the personnel happy and never really occurred to me that I would He is the one who believed in me and
satisfied goes in a long way to ensure be even nominated for such an award.  It gave me the confidence and that I needthat there is always good productivity on was an absolute honour to receive this ed to go about in the challenges that I
the barge.  With the Almighty’s blessing, Gem award as I felt like I was being
faced.
I have been able to sort out all problems/ recognized for all the hard work and
challenges that arose.  It’s a 24/7
commitment that I had put in over the Working with Mr. Nitish since the Abu
operation and my Blackberry and latop last few years.  
Cluster project (KSB, Malaysia) has really
are my 2nd and third wife, only difference
been a big learning process for me and
is that I spend more time with them!
Lastly, at least I have something to show I have always tried to pick up and folto my nagging wife (hope she doesn’t low all the expert guidance that he has
Many persons have had influence on my   read this) who used to always complain passed to me all these years. .  
attitude towards work most notably
about me being awake till wee hours of Hard work always pays off in the long
Nitish Gupta, Shadab Ahmed and Steve the morning.  Had I known I was going to run.   As the saying goes, ”Tough times
Church.  
get this award, I would surely have tried to never last but tough people do!! “

Cause No Harm

System Engineer

Cause No Harm

For outstanding service and for upholding the company’s TRADEmark value
DETERMINATION
We salute your commitment and ingenuity in getting the job done beyond
expectations.*

Mr. Dickie Jones
Barge Superintendent - Da Li Hao

“I have been with Swiber for around 3 years.  The biggest challenge had
been how to perform trouble shooting in my line of work.  I was just a
beginner when I joined the company and at first, I spent a lot of time
in resolving problems even though it’s only a simple one.  With a lot of
practice, I eventually found the best method to do them.
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Excellence

For outstanding service and for upholding the company’s TRADEmark value EXCELLENCE
We salute your commitment to consistently attain high work standards.*

Dai Mingyan

My boss Mr. Lip Hiong is probably the person with the biggest influence
in me when it comes to my attitude towards work.  He can be perceived
as a no-nonsense person and he is a dedicated and dynamic worker.
Getting this award has been a very pleasant a surprise to me.  I want to
say “thank you” to everyone for believing in me.  Most of all, I would
also like to thank the rest of the IT team for they are really the ones
who have helped me a lot.  We would always discuss together issues
and updates regarding software and hardware so I learned a lot from
them.  Everyone has a chance to earn this award. Just do your best!”

Excellence

For outstanding service and for upholding the corporate philosophy
CAUSE NO HARM
We salute the conscientious actions and outstanding commitment to
safety efforts.*

Note: We will feature Mr. Jones and the Da Li Hao crew in the next Swyber issue.
* AWARDS’ CITATION
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This implies that each and every one of
us must be totally honest with ourselves
about applying Cause No Harm, across
the boards in all we think, say and do.

Emotional Excellence
and

Integrity

5. Honour:

Cause No Harm
and

Integrity

During our Management Retreat in
January, we split into groups to workshop
various aspects under consideration and
then presented them to the overall group.
One of the unanimous findings for our

Cause No Harm honours a high standard
of activity and concern for our own
welfare and that of others, including ours
and other’s assets, the environment, the
planet and those who will follow in our
footsteps.

2. Completeness:

It is up to us to honour the highest
All the necessary parts of Cause No Harm possible standard of care in all that we do
are in place, referring to not causing harm and Cause No Harm gives us the vehicle
to do this.
to ourselves, others, assets, the
6. Probity:
The Cause No Harm process has been
tried and proven successful over the past
three years and is our honest approach to
inculcating a culture of caring.
We know it works and it is up to us
individually and collectively to ensure
we don’t revert back to a lesser standard
or honesty in dealing with those areas
where harm can be created.
Management Retreat : One Team

7. Incorruptibility:

company is that we must always act with
integrity, so let’s explore how this can be
done in relation to Cause No Harm.

Now it gets interesting - incorruptibility
implies
trustworthiness and truthfulness
environment, the planet as a whole, and
to
a
degree
that one is incapable of being
future generations.
false to a trust, responsibility or pledge.

A full definition of integrity can be found
in the adjacent Flash of Inspiration article.
So let’s break down the various
components and see how it fits with
Cause No Harm.

By embracing and applying the principles
of Cause No Harm, no-one or no-thing is
left out. This is our quest to reach further
and further into Cause No Harm and
apply the principles to every facet of our
lives at work and home.

The success or not of Cause No Harm is
based on our ability to apply the
principles without them being corrupted
by our own personal egos, which only
wants to look after No 1!!

1. Soundness:

3. Sincerity:

Are you up to the challenge?

The principles of Cause No Harm are
sound, in as much as they resonate deep
within us as being the “right thing to
do”. Inherently we all know that to cause
harm is to invite harm upon ourselves.
Principles such as - do to others what you
would like to be done to you.
We need to maintain the soundness of
Cause No Harm, not see it watered down
into a “nice to have, but it has nothing to
do with me” type of attitude.

Cause No Harm is sincere in its intention
to be totally fair and straight forward.

Rick

Rick Pursell HSE Advisor to the Board of
The real challenge and question to ask Directors
ourselves is: are we sincere about Cause
No Harm?
4. Honesty:
Cause No Harm is an open an honest
approach to creating a culture within our
organisation of caring and compassion.

It’s Saturday morning, I pick up the paper
and leaping out from the front page are
two dramatic stories: Tiger Woods
making a full and apologetic confession
and the world’s biggest, most successful
car manufacturer Toyota, being ordered
to front a congressional  panel for
allegedly hiding or destroying evidence of
safety problems in some of their cars.
I have been a big fan of Tiger Woods for
years, not necessarily for his golfing
expertise, but for the positive influence
he has had on millions of young people,
especially the African-American youth. I
also own a Toyota, so these two stories
caught my attention.

One of the key
components of
Emotional Intelligence is
self awareness recognising our own
emotions and their effects, having an accurate assessment of
our self, knowing our
strengths and limits and
having self-confidence:
a strong sense of selfworth and capabilities.

ments that lack integrity, are being systematically challenged and will either
change their ways willingly or forcibly, or
face a painful dismantling. If you don’t believe me, witness what has occurred with
Bernie Madoff when he misappropriated
US$65 billion dollars of investor’s money,
numerous CEOs of financial institutions,
selected car manufacturers, shady investors, etc, etc.
This is where you come in with our company Swiber.
Our path to the success of our Vision
has to be paved with integrity. The steps
we take along the path when bounded
in emotional intelligence, and integrity,
will create emotional excellence and the
end result is you will work in a company
filled with personal and collective integrity, where our work is valued and we feel
that what we are doing is of significance.
A win-win result for all concerned.

So you can easily see how integrity fits in
with developing an Emotionally Excellent
company. Honesty, sincerity and
incorruptibility are all positive characteristics of human behaviour.
Without being judgemental (“let he who
has not sinned cast the first stone”), but
merely from an observation, let us
explore where a lack of emotional intelligence brought about such a dramatic
impact on both Tiger and Toyota.

Do you share this visualisation?

Rick

Rick Pursell
HSE Advisor to the Board of Directors

Clearly Tiger Woods was not being
honest, sincere or incorruptible with
himself, his family and millions of fans
around the world, when he transgressed.
While he must have been aware of his
thoughts and behaviour, he obviously had
no control over how he reacted to his impulses (lack of self-management).
Toyota, (and by Toyota, I don’t imply all
the personnel that work for the
company), had some people at the top of
the management chain that considered
being No 1 in the world of car
manufacturing, was more important than
integrity.

Do you see how this works?
Do you see how some of the most powerful
people and organisations in the world can
be corrupted and brought to their knees by
a lack of integrity?
Now let me tell you something I have been
observing for some time: those people,
companies, organisations and govern-
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A Flash of Inspiration
The Meaning and Definition of

Integrity

Emotional Excellence Batch 8

2. Completeness:

6. Probity:

It means having all necessary parts, elements, or steps; highly proficient; totally,
absolutely, thoroughly and fully carried
out; including all possible parts.

It implies tried and proven honesty or
truthfulness.

This refers to how healthy an opinion,
argument, reasoning or a research finding is, implying how free it is from flaw,
defect or decay.

3. Sincerity:

It implies trustworthiness and truthfulness to a degree that one is incapable of
being false to a trust, responsibility or
pledge.

Also, how free is it from error, fallacy, or
misapprehension; exhibiting or based on
thorough knowledge and experience; legally valid; logically valid and having true
premises; agreeing with accepted views.

4. Honesty:

Integrity is made up of several words,
meanings and synonyms. It consists of a
lot of what can be described as ethical
and moral values or civilised values.
1. Soundness:

It also means solid, firm, stable and thorough; showing good sense or judgment
based on valid information.

It means fairness and straightforwardness of conduct; adherence to the facts.

Swiber
Swiber Trainings Trainings
Date:        February 19, 2010
Speaker:  Kelly Chong
   Training Manager

7. Incorruptibility:

It implies a refusal to lie, steal, or deceive
in any way.

It also finally means being incapable of
corruption; not subject to decay or dissolution; incapable of being bribed or
morally corrupted.

5. Honor:

8. Conclusion:

It suggests an active or anxious regard
for the standards of one’s profession,
calling, or position.

The question to be asked is where does
a nation stand with regard to these
principles of integrity; where does an
organisation or political party stand and
finally what is my individual position?
This synonymous question can also be
asked: How civilised are we?

Emotional Excellence II Batch 1
Date:        February 26, 2010
Speaker:  Kelly Chong
   Training Manager

9. Resources:
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary
So there you have it, a workable ( if not
a tad long-winded!!) definition of Integrity that you can get your teeth into and
determine how it fits into your life!!
Integrity or lack of integrity – which one
do you choose in your everyday life?

Cause No Harm

Rick Pursell

HSE Advisor to the BOD  

Date:        February 24, 2010
Speaker:  Mr. Rick Pursell
   HSE Advisor to BOD

(The above definition is kindly reproduced from Pierre du Plessis blog)

Upcoming Trainings
March 9, 2010
March 19
March 26

EE Workshop with Professor Leonard Yong
EE Training Part 2 for Admin and Executives Batch 2
EE Training Part 2 for Admin and Executives Batch 3
SWYBER
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Valentine Movie Special at Swiber
Consecutive project wins may keep Swiber
employees busy but we always find time for love,
even in the middle of a working day...on a weekday to boot!

choices given,  the 2009 American romantic
comedy film, directed by Anne Fletcher, “ The
Proposal” took a landslide win.    It starred Sandra
Bullock and Ryan Reynolds and while the plot may
not be exactly new, the delivery and acting brought
Before eyebrows raise high into your hairlines out some really good laughs.  
though, we are talking about Swiber’s Valentine
treat to all employees.   On 12 February 2010, One thing I find funniest of all is  the female
lunch hour was extended as moviegoers flocked audience’s reaction when the lead actor recklessly
towards the auditorium once again for this
tossed the lady’s Louis Vuitton bag into the boat and
delightful tradition.     
it missed.  The bag fell into the water and the collective sharp intake of breaths from the ladies in the
Few days before screening, employees voted for audience clearly showed righteous indignation.  Afthe movie that they want to watch.  Out of the 4 ter all, LV bags infinitely cost a fortune!
Of course, our movie experience will never be
complete
without
p o p c o r n !  
A popcorn
machine
was rented
especially
for this
occassion.
As a Valentine treat last year, we also watched and
fell in love with the local tear jerker “The Leap Years.”

Maria

Its Great to be..

KSE Receptionist

New Swiberites
Swiber Offshore Construction
Rabih Adel Makarem
VP Projects

Vimal Bhaskarray Trivedi
Project Manager

Khokhar Kanishka
Senior Field Engineer II

Gopi Nathan Naidu
Contracts Manager

Swiber Offshore Marine
Feiri Yenna
Management Trainee
(OD)
Hnin Wut Y
Catering Admin Asst

“No words can describe the happiness of a mother that her children bring to her.  
Having Nicole Keiy, Nica Khatrina and my third baby Nicky Keith is the most
wonderful gift that I received from God. They are the true meaning
of happiness for me.
My Inspiration, My Masterpiece, My Life... “

Chen Yee Sim
Accounts Executive,
Accounts Dept.
Ang Su Ching, Marcia
HR Executive
Lee Chee H’ung
Legal Counsel, Legal

Jaimmy

procurement executive

Baby Matthew Yue Huang TM  
Born on Novemeber 20, 2009
“We are thankful to God for giving us a daughter (2 years old) and a son.
My son is our unexpected gift that is why we decided to name him – Matthew.  Matthew means
“Gift of the Lord.”  Yue Huang - is his Chinese name.  We hope he will study well and do well when
he grows up.  Besides, most people named Matthew, either look good or handsome.”
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Phua Annie
Housekeeper, HR

Principia Asia Pacific Engineering
Dutta Gaurav
Marine Structural Engr

Brunei Office

U Tin Thein Han
Asst Manager, Operation

Yong Yeong Wei, Niki
Senior Accounts Assistant

Mohammad Shahrin
HSE Management Trainee

Chia Siew Fong
Part-Time Cleaner

Kenneth Tan
Operations Port Captain,
Operations

Nurizzah Binti Mansor
Accounts Clerk

India Office

Baby Nicky Keith
Born on October 31, 2009

Kreuz Offshore Marine

KL Office

Perpetual D’Souza
Secretary

Aditya Tripathi
HSE Project Coordinator

Rakesh Ramachandra Rane,
Manager Accounts & Finance
Tapas Haldar
Instrument & Elecrical Engineer

Aisha Solkar
Asst. Manager (Accounts)

Nikhil Sunil Vaidya
Document Controller

Kreuz Subsea
Robert McCormick Black
ROV Operations Manager
Chee Shi Pei
Trainee Document Controller
cum Admin. Assistant

Chew Seng Foong
Accounts Assistant

Shot of the Month

One Team - All Together Now!
The Swiber Senior Management Teambuilding at East Coast Park

www.swiber.com

